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ciTY DREAm
QingLan Huang
Lingham Lane (off Flinders Lane between 
Swanston and Elizabeth streets)

…meeting unexpectedly in the historic spectrum.

A city’s history is rooted in the stories of its 
ancestors, in memories of the past. These 
memories are often shaped into culture which in 
turn generates new stories - they grow from the 
aura of a place as well as from its every audience. 
It is up to us to create new stories that fuse the 
city’s unique sounds, views, smells, tastes and 
textures, its past and its future.

City Dream is a story about a puppet and her 
experiences, told through a collage of city 
memories and human desires. The story is sickly 
sweet and darkly glimmering, it projects a utopian 
fantasy world while reflecting on our desire for 
freedom and peace, our yearning for love, on 
nature and its creatures. 

Expressed through the form of electric graffiti, 
City Dream gradually and silently emerges on an 
ordinary wall, allowing pedestrians to create their 
own interpretation of the story that is left there.  
The story allows the space to dream within itself,  
to breathe and become a space of imagination.

15 June to 30 September

REAR WinDoW 
sue mccauley and Keith Deverell – Greyspace
Guildford and Flanigan Lanes (off Queen and 
Sutherland streets between Little Lonsdale and  
La Trobe streets)
Croft Alley (enter via Paynes Place, off Little Bourke 
Street between Russell and Exhibition streets)
Rear Window is a video installation exploring the role 
of laneways in the contemporary working lives of 
people in Chinatown. 

With often long, unsociable hours, many work 
behind closed doors and in the kitchens that open 
onto the back alleys of Melbourne. The private and 
contemplative moments of workers taking a break 
have been transformed into slow motion video 
portraits that appear unexpectedly on windows and 
doorways in two of Chinatown’s bustling alleyways. 
Through projection onto the city surface itself,  
Rear Window creates a visual continuum that links 
past habitation in these alleys with the reality of their 
contemporary use.

Chinatown and film culture have both been important 
parts of the fabric of Melbourne’s inner city life.  
Rear Window links the two, making a connection 
between the foreign world presented in Asian cinema 
and the local reality of the Chinese community living  
in Melbourne.

13 July to 8 August (Dusk til late)
Rear Window is presented in conjunction with the Melbourne 
International Film Festival. The artists gratefully acknowledge 
the support of Guildford Gallery and Multimedia Events. 

WE ARE soRRY 
cathy Busby
620-640 Little Bourke Street  
(between King and Spencer streets)

In a large-sign format, Canadian artist Cathy 
Busby presents We Are Sorry, a work composed 
of excerpts from the 2008 landmark apologies 
to Aboriginal peoples for policies of assimilation, 
delivered by Prime Ministers Kevin Rudd and 
Stephen Harper (Canada).

Apologies for both the Stolen Generations in 
Australia and the Indian residential schools in 
Canada were of major cultural and political 
significance when they were delivered, yet each 
was a relatively fleeting media moment. We Are 
Sorry gives these apologies a renewed and 
sustained presence, while highlighting the shared 
histories of two British colonies that wrongly sought 
to assimilate Aboriginal peoples.

The work aims to encourage dialogue between 
people in Australia and Canada, while promoting 
deeper understanding of the damage caused by 
colonising practices.

The work can be viewed from 14 July
The artist gratefully acknowledges the support of the Canada 
Council for the Arts; the Nova Scotia Department of Tourism, 
Culture and Heritage; Colourtech; CitiPower and Powercor 
Australia. We Are Sorry will also be displayed on the exterior of 
the Nova Scotia Archives building in Halifax, Canada. 

1   ciTY DREAm
Pour the soul onto a wall and step back to see 
fears, hopes, dreams... 

There are many different ways to remember, 
remembering might be dreaming. City Dream tells 
stories by accumulating memories of utopia and 
human desires. The dream is growing in the dark 
corner, dancing. QingLan Huang

2   REAR WinDoW 
Rear Window is a video installation exploring the 
role of laneways in the working lives of people 
in Chinatown. A visual continuum from past 
to present is created through projection onto 
historic buildings, connecting past habitation and 
contemporary use. Sue McCauley and  
Keith Deverell – Greyspace

3   WE ARE soRRY
Apologies for the Stolen Generations in Australia 
and the Indian residential schools in Canada 
were of major cultural and political significance 
in 2008. We Are Sorry gives these apologies a 
renewed and sustained presence while highlighting 
the shared histories of two British colonies that 
wrongly sought to assimilate Aboriginal peoples.  
Cathy Busby

4  siTE UnsEEn
site unseen is a collection of writings by five 
Australian writers that complements the Laneway 
Commissions 2009 season. Each writer responds 
to one of the commissioned proposals, expanding 
upon the themes explored by the artist and 
seeking to enrich the audience’s experience of 
the artworks by offering a unique and personal 
perspective.

5   cALL noTEs 
Perched high in the trees of Hardware Lane rest 
solar-powered devices which play the sounds 
of birds singing familiar pop tunes. We know 
that the density of city sounds influences how 
some bird species sing. Call Notes explores this 
adaptive zone, where our ideas of the natural and 
the man-made intersect. Dan St Clair

6   THE DURATionAL LiGHT PRoJEcT
Originating from investigations into the 
movements of masked and reflected sunlight 
within the city landscape of Melbourne, The 
Durational Light Project is an installation of 
reflective panels and light activity. The project is a 
means of displaying the city’s relationship to the 
sun and time; using the suns position in relation 
to the city’s buildings to chart the duration of 
direct light in the laneway through the movement 
of reflected light. Geoff Robinson

LAnEWAYs oF mELBoURnE
Robert Hoddle, Melbourne’s original surveyor, 
was thinking about bullock carts when he laid 
out the plan for Melbourne’s impressively wide 
main streets. At the time, goods were routinely 
transported through the city by these carts 
and narrow streets would have caused traffic 
chaos for a team of bullocks attempting to turn 
a corner. Therefore Hoddle insisted on streets 
that were almost one hundred feet wide.

The considerable size of the city’s main streets 
led to the creation of a labyrinth of smaller 
lanes weaving their way behind and between 
the imposing streets.

Today, many of Melbourne’s laneways are 
populated by small businesses and cafés. 
Others retain their original form, offering a 
rare glimpse into the city’s history. For many 
people, the essential character of Melbourne 
can be found in these laneways, with surprising 
discoveries waiting around every corner.

For more information about the  
Laneway Commissions 2009 and the  
City of Melbourne’s Public Art Program,  
visit www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/arts  
or call 9658 9658.
Tell us what you think!  
publicart@melbourne.vic.gov.au

Images provided are for illustration purposes only. 
Information in this brochure is as accurate as possible at the 
time of publishing, however it may be subjected to change 
without further notice.

Images courtesy of the artists. 
© City of Melbourne 2009

siTE UnsEEn
site unseen is a collection of essays by five 
Australian writers that complements the  
Laneway Commissions 2009 season. 

Each writer responds to one of the commissioned 
proposals, expanding upon the themes explored 
by the artist. Due to the original nature of the 
season and the progressively emerging artworks, 
all the writing occurred ‘sight unseen’. They 
explored an individual artwork via preliminary 
sketches and conversations with the artists, rather 
than viewing the completed works in-situ. 

site unseen is multi-disciplinary in approach, 
gathering contributions from writers whose 
backgrounds are as varied as architecture, 
experimental media, playwriting and cultural theory. 
This diverse selection reflects the broad range of 
media and subject matter that characterises this 
year’s commissions. Each study seeks to enrich 
the audience’s experience of the artworks by 
offering a unique and personal perspective. 

Writers: Philip Samartzis, Darren Tofts,  
Eugenia Lim, John Harding, Anna Johnson

Available from 15 July
For a copy of site unseen telephone the City of Melbourne 
on 9658 9658 (limited numbers available). site unseen is also 
available online at www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/arts.

cALL noTEs
Dan st clair
Hardware Lane (off Bourke, Little Bourke  
and Lonsdale streets between Elizabeth and 
Queen streets)

Popular melodies are funny creatures. They can 
transport you back to a particular place and time, 
to the presence of a particular person. They lie 
coiled through our memories. But they also have 
the habit of appearing in unexpected places, 
of wafting out of open windows, of following us 
through shops. Popular melodies leak out into our 
urban sound environment.

Birds listen to this soundscape too. The density of 
urban sounds makes some birds sing louder and 
higher, or imitate sirens and mobiles. Call Notes 
explores this zone, where our ideas of the natural 
and the man-made intersect.

The trees along Hardware Lane will host a number 
of solar-powered sound devices, programmed with 
the sounds of local bird species singing familiar 
tunes from the last 60 years. The brighter the sun, 
the more they sing, so the birds are best heard 
around lunchtime on a clear day.

8 August to 10 February 2010

THE DURATionAL LiGHT PRoJEcT
Geoff Robinson
Unnamed Lane next to Hotel Lindrum  
(off Flinders Lane between Spring and  
Exhibition streets)

The Durational Light Project is an installation 
investigating the city’s relationship to the sun and 
time. Utilising light reflective panels, it charts the 
duration of direct sunlight in the laneway through 
the movement of reflected light.

The light reflections act as markers of time and 
shift across the laneway according to the sun’s 
movement, with the work existing within the 
duration of direct sunlight and only when the sky is 
predominantly clear. The position and shape of the 
reflected light activity and its presence within the 
laneway will shift over the duration of the project.

While transient by nature, this project extends 
the presence of the sun within the crevices of 
the urban environment and aims to provoke an 
awareness of peoples’ immediate surrounds in 
relation to time and natural phenomena.

17 September to 28 March 2010
The work will be active during predominantly sunny weather 
(between 11.30am and 1.30pm and from 12.30pm to 
2.30pm during daylight savings time) and will shift within  
this time frame throughout its duration.

The artist gratefully acknowledges the assistance of 
Adherettes, Hotel Lindrum, Jennie Lang and Andrew 
McQualter.
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U
nlike M

elbourne’s grand 
facades and im

posing m
ain 

streets, our lanew
ays w

ere  
built to hum

an scale. S
ince  

their construction in the m
id-

1800s they have continued to 
capture and reflect the m

ore 
intim

ate details of M
elbourne’s 

urban history. 

Today, these lanew
ays hold 

secrets to our past even w
hile 

continuing to offer a w
orld of 

exploration, discovery and 
adventure. 

A
s unique spaces for public 

art, our lanew
ays represent 

an opportunity to illum
inate 

M
elbourne’s past, reflect its 

present and grasp its future. 

The Lanew
ay C

om
m

issions w
ere 

conceived as an ongoing opportunity for 
artists to contribute to the interpretation 
of the urban environm

ent, extending 
the planned and fam

iliar beyond its 
functional aspects. N

ow
 entering their 

seventh season, these com
m

issions are 
a w

ell recognised and m
uch discussed 

aspect of city life for residents, w
orkers 

and visitors. 

Each year, artists choose their ow
n site, 

them
e and art practice, and m

any of 
the w

orks are deliberately designed to 
be fleeting and anti-m

onum
ental. A

rtists 
explore the creative capacity of a space 
and present their ideas in a captivating 
w

ay to a larger audience. 

A
s a series of site-specific projects 

across the central city, the Lanew
ay 

C
om

m
issions engage deeply 

w
ith M

elbourne’s distinct lanew
ay 

topography. They m
ake alternatives 

visible, create space rather than 
filling it and sim

ultaneously introduce 
the passer-by to a w

ide range of 
contem

porary art practices.

Even long after a w
ork has gone, 

lanew
ays becom

e reference points for 
the artw

ork they hosted. In this w
ay, a 

trace of the artw
orks rem

ain, as people 
ponder the spaces w

here they have 
been. The artw

orks becom
e part of a 

visual shared m
em

ory, the creation of 
w

hich speaks of the pleasure to reflect 
on w

hat is possible in a constantly 
changing city.
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ciTY DREAm 
QingLan Huang

Lingham Lane
15 June to 30 september

REAR WinDoW 
sue mccauley and Keith Deverell – Greyspace

Guildford Lane, Flanigan Lane and croft Alley
13 July to 8 August (Dusk til late)

WE ARE soRRY 
cathy Busby

620-640 Little Bourke street 
From 14 July

siTE UnsEEn
Publication available from 15 July

cALL noTEs 
Dan st clair

Hardware Lane
8 August to 10 February 2010

THE DURATionAL LiGHT PRoJEcT 
Geoff Robinson

Unnamed Lane next to Hotel Lindrum
17 september to 28 march 2010

For more information about the Laneway Commissions 2009  
and the City of Melbourne’s Public Art Program please visit  
www.melbourne.vic.gov.au/arts or call 9658 9658. 
Tell us what you think! publicart@melbourne.vic.gov.au
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